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Section 1: The Problem

Goals

Under Title I, Part A, of the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act, states must provide evidence that they either currently have or are making a good-faith effort to move in the direction of more equitable distribution of teacher quality across the state as well as across and within districts and schools. This planning tool is intended to help states by discussing the types of data that might be useful in demonstrating progress over time. This tool assists states as they (1) take stock of the types of data collection, analysis, and reporting procedures they currently have; (2) consider the types of data they may want to collect in the future; and (3) determine future analysis and reporting procedures.

The Problem: Inequitable Distribution of Teachers

Many researchers have documented that the least qualified teachers are most likely to be found teaching high-poverty, low-achieving, minority students (Carroll, Reichardt, Guarino, & Meija, 2000; Darling-Hammond, 2002; Goe, 2002; Hanushek, Kain, & Rivkin, 2004; Ingersoll, 2002; Lankford, Loeb, & Wyckoff, 2002; Useem & Farley, 2004). These less qualified teachers typically are located in hard-to-staff schools where turnover is frequent and openings often are filled with inexperienced and uncredentialed teachers. States, districts, and schools have an obligation to work toward ensuring that all students—regardless of race, poverty, or geography—have access to highly qualified teachers. Moreover, states, districts, and schools have a responsibility to make concerted efforts toward reducing the concentration of less qualified teachers in high-poverty schools. States, districts, and schools must document both their efforts and the results of these efforts in order to demonstrate progress.

Many states are moving quickly toward 100 percent compliance in meeting the criteria that have been established for teachers to embody the federal definition of a highly qualified teacher. However, there are still many instances in which high-poverty or minority children are taught by inexperienced, unqualified, and out-of-field teachers at higher rates than other children. States must demonstrate that schools with large numbers of high-poverty or minority students and schools that have failed to meet their adequate yearly progress (AYP) targets do not have more inexperienced and less qualified teachers than other schools.

Requirements for the Revised State Plan

From the state education agency (SEA) monitoring protocol for Highly Qualified Teachers: Improving Teacher Quality State Grants (U.S. Department of Education, 2005), which relates to the NCLB Act (Title I, Part A, Subpart 1, Section 1111[b][8][C]): Does the SEA also have a plan with specific steps to ensure that poor and minority children are not taught at higher rates than other children by inexperienced, unqualified and out-of-field teachers? Does the plan include measures to evaluate and publicly report the progress of such steps?
### Definitions

#### Equitable Teacher Distribution
Teachers are distributed throughout the unit of analysis (e.g., state, district, school) such that high-poverty, minority, or learning-disabled students or English language learners are just as likely to be taught by an highly qualified, experienced teacher working in their field as are students who do not fall into those categories.

#### Highly Qualified
The current definition of *highly qualified* requires that teachers of core academic subjects meet the following criteria:

- They have full state certification.
- They hold at least a bachelor’s degree.
- They have demonstrated subject-matter competency in each of the academic subjects they teach.

#### Experience
Experience is defined by the number of years a teacher has taught as the teacher of record, including years while teaching in another state or country but not including internships. Under this definition, new teacher have zero years of teaching experience, teachers who are beginning their second year in the classroom have one year of teaching experience, and so on. For practical usage, it will be useful to divide teachers into two classifications: *novice* (i.e., zero, one, or two years of experience) and *experienced* (i.e., three or more years of experience). Note that U.S. Secretary of Education Margaret Spellings has emphasized the need to include teaching experience when considering teacher quality. Thus, for purposes of this planning tool, both the current definition of highly qualified and the added component of experience will be considered when discussing equitable teacher distribution.

*Note: States must include both highly qualified and experienced teachers in their plans for improving the equitable distribution of teachers.*
Section 2: The Data

Current Data and Processes for Collecting Data

States will be at different stages in the process of building data collection and analysis infrastructures. They also will have different contexts in which to collect data and varying restrictions on what types of data they can collect based on state laws, district policies, and local bargaining agreements. They already will have systems in place for evaluating and reporting on their progress toward increasing the numbers of highly qualified and experienced teachers in their states, but they may lack mechanisms for tracking where such teachers are over time and for correlating that information with classroom, school, and district demographics. For their revised state plans, states should focus on documenting their current ability to collect and analyze appropriate data in the short term. For the longer term, states may consider other suggestions offered in this planning tool that may be useful in thinking about the future development of data collection and analysis efforts in the state.

Taking Stock of Current Data: What to Include in Your Revised Report

- A description of the current data system on teachers, including the following:
  - How many years of data exist in an electronic database format
  - Whether there are statewide unique longitudinal identifiers on teachers
  - Teacher experience variable—entry dates for teachers into the following:
    - Teaching as a profession
    - Teaching in the state
  - Whether you can track teachers’ school assignments over time so you can see the following:
    - Which schools have high turnover
    - Where teachers go when they transfer (which schools or districts) or leave the teaching profession altogether
  - Whether there is a database that can show course-level teaching assignments by school and connect individual teachers to those courses to determine whether they are highly qualified to teach those courses (secondary-level teachers)
  - What information you routinely collect on teachers, such as the following:
    - Certification (e.g., types, year certified, certification renewal status)
    - Education level (including year degree was obtained)
    - Completion of specific coursework or required professional development
    - Credentialing process (e.g., traditional or alternative route program)
    - Participation in induction program (beginning teachers)
    - Teacher scores on Praxis or other required certification tests
• Information about the quality of the data currently available
  ▪ How the data was collected
    ○ Teachers entered data directly.
    ○ Schools or districts entered data.
    ○ Teachers, schools, or districts provided written data, which were keyed into a database by someone at the state level.
  ▪ Reasons to believe the data are or are not accurate and reliable
    ○ Missing data
    ○ Data that make no sense (e.g., 100 years of teaching experience)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What Do We Do If We Have No Data for a Particular Requirement?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Don’t panic! States are in varying stages of building data systems to document highly qualified teachers, experience, and out-of-field teaching status at the school level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you have no data, consider the following:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Where are your state’s most high-poverty schools concentrated?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Where are your non-AYP schools concentrated?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Looking at novice versus experienced teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Looking at teacher turnover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Build from there.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explain in a straightforward manner why you have no data:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Talk about your goals in terms of data collection (i.e., what you want to be able to demonstrate with the data you will collect). You may have to collect data in incremental steps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Describe how you are going to get the data. List steps your state is taking to get the data (e.g., obtaining funding for building a data system at the state level, naming one or more persons whose job description includes an adequate amount of time spent on advancing the state’s capacity to collect and analyze data, collecting existing data from schools and districts, enacting legislation to support the collection of data).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Describe challenges you face in collecting the data and how you are going to address those challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Suggest when you will have each step done, and when you expect to have accurate preliminary data available that will answer questions about the percentage of courses taught by highly qualified, experienced teachers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School-level data should do the following:
• Give the percentage of classes taught by highly qualified, experienced teachers (i.e., teachers certified and teaching in their field as measured by their degree or test scores) currently teaching in the school broken down by (1) subject; (2) grade level; (3) student characteristics (e.g., English language learners, special education, high-poverty, minority); and (4) advanced or remedial classes.
• Include the teacher turnover rate for the school (i.e., the number of vacant full-time equivalent positions to be filled each year, minus newly created positions) and information about the grade levels and subject areas for the vacancies.

• Provide the out-of-field teaching rates by the percentage of assigned classes (e.g., a high school teacher highly qualified only in English who is teaching one mathematics class out of five assigned classes would be counted as teaching 20 percent out of field; these would be averaged across teachers for the school rate).

• Collect information about the subjects and grade levels most likely to be taught out of field to target incentives appropriately.

**Reporting From Data: Reports, Tables, and Graphs**

*You May Want to Include in Your Report*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School-Level Characteristic</th>
<th>How it Is Defined</th>
<th>How it Is Measured</th>
<th>Measurement Shows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poverty level</td>
<td>State defined</td>
<td>Percentage of high-poverty students</td>
<td>The percentage of highly qualified, experienced teachers by school poverty categories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minority students</td>
<td>State defined</td>
<td>Percentage of minority students</td>
<td>The percentage of highly qualified, experienced teachers by percentage of minority levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-field teachers</td>
<td>Federally defined</td>
<td>Percentage of courses taught by out-of-field teachers</td>
<td>The percentage of courses taught by out-of-field teachers in a school broken down by poverty percentage, minority percentage, and AYP status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly qualified teachers</td>
<td>Federally defined</td>
<td>Percentage of classes taught by highly qualified teachers</td>
<td>The percentage of highly qualified, experienced teachers and where they currently are distributed (by school characteristics) compared with the subsequent distribution to show improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher experience</td>
<td>State defined</td>
<td>Percentage of novice teachers and experienced teachers</td>
<td>The percentage of novice and experienced teachers and where they currently are distributed (by school characteristics) compared with the subsequent distribution to show improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High teacher turnover</td>
<td>State defined</td>
<td>Percentage of teachers new to the school in the current academic year</td>
<td>The location of schools with high teacher turnover so policies and incentives can be targeted directly to them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether the school made AYP</td>
<td>Federally defined</td>
<td>Standardized test scores</td>
<td>The location of schools that failed to make AYP so targeted efforts can be applied to ensure the school has highly qualified teachers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Unique Identifiers

In order to document state efforts to support the distribution of qualified teachers across all schools, each student and teacher needs to have a statewide unique longitudinal identifier. To comply with the requirements of the NCLB Act, most states already have created mechanisms to generate statewide unique longitudinal identifiers for students, but fewer states have extended that policy to include teachers.

Most state and federal policies refer to a unique statewide identifier. However, the term longitudinal has been added in this case for a specific purpose: to clarify that these unique statewide identifiers should follow teachers for their entire teaching careers within that state. This distinction is important because teachers often leave teaching for family obligations, to attend school full-time, or to explore other career opportunities. Where state policy allows, a linked file of Social Security numbers and statewide unique longitudinal identifiers should be maintained for teachers so if or when they return to teaching, their statewide unique longitudinal identifier will be connected to their new teaching assignment. Where it is not possible to link unique statewide identifiers to Social Security numbers, the unique statewide identifiers instead can be linked to a set of variables that when used in combination would identify a unique teacher (e.g., name, date of birth, year first entered state data system as a teacher, last school in which he or she taught).

Having statewide unique longitudinal identifiers for both teachers and students will make it easier for schools, districts, and states to examine trends in teacher and student transfer; identify schools with high teacher turnover; and develop better information on which subjects, grade levels, and students are most likely to be taught by highly qualified, experienced teachers. This type of information will be useful in developing policies and incentives that will apply to these specific subjects, grades, schools, and students.

Data Quality

When describing the data the state currently has, consider the quality of the data. The following are some ideal characteristics for data. When the state’s data depart from any of these ideals, mention how the state intends to rectify the problem so the data the state is using are increasingly accurate over time. Ideal data are the following:

- **Accurate**—In general, the closer to the building (the school), the more accurate the data are. Administrative staffers and teachers at the school are more likely to know the current classroom assignments of teachers than district or state personnel.

- **Verified**—Verification means that at least one other person has checked the data for accuracy and confirmed that they have been input correctly into the system.

- **Complete**—Missing data can cause many problems in the analysis. Make every effort to locate missing information and get it entered into the database. This is another reason data tend to be more accurate at the building level—the missing data often can be collected on the spot.

- **Clean**—Sometimes data are entered improperly. A data analyst can identify data that are incorrect and may be able to fix the problem. Data cleaning is an important part of ensuring the accuracy and usefulness of the data.
• **Defined**—Variables should be defined clearly and consistently so there will be no confusion among those entering data and those interpreting and analyzing the data.

• **Organized**—Variables should be organized in a logical fashion within the database. For example, someone looking for teacher credential status should be able to find all variables related to teacher credentials together in one part of the database.

• **Longitudinal**—While there may be reasons to create a new database each year, analyses are more fruitful if done with a database that has as many years of comparable data in it as are available. For instance, if you have five years of teacher assignment data (i.e., what school each teacher is teaching in), it only will be useful for tracking purposes if all of those data are in one database.

### A Primer on Dummy Variables

Dummy variables are useful in research to indicate the presence or absence of a particular thing. For instance, they may be used to indicate whether or not a person participated in a program. Those who participated would receive a “1” (the “variable”) for that column in the spreadsheet, whereas those who did not participate would receive a “0” for that variable. When the data are analyzed, the researcher compares outcomes for the two groups identified by the dummy variable. Many statistical software programs easily can generate dummy variables by recoding an existing variable to create a new one.

Dummy variables are particularly useful for determining the impact of targeted programs to reduce teacher turnover among schools. For example, if a large district targeted voluntary teacher mentoring programs to its high-turnover schools and tracked teacher participation in these programs, it would be possible to compare transfers among teachers who participated and teachers who did not. Of course, there are other factors to consider when analyzing the results over time, particularly whether those teachers who volunteered for the program were different in some way from those who did not (e.g., more or less inclined to transfer).

Another example is counting an entire school, rather than a teacher, as a participant. If the state has teacher-turnover records for its schools, it can put in place a dummy variable to represent the school’s participation in a teacher-retention strategy for each year the strategy was implemented. Thus a school would have a “0” for the participation variable each year up until the year it participated. The analysis then would compare turnover before the strategy was implemented (identified by the dummy variable) with turnover after the strategy was implemented. Another use for a school dummy variable is to identify schools that have a particular characteristic, such as failure to meet AYP in a given year. All schools that failed would be given a “1,” and all schools that passed would be given a “0.” This simplifies data analysis and also allows for easy identification of schools.

Dummy variables also can be used to identify teachers who entered the teaching force through a particular program, such as Troops to Teachers. A variable would be created for which only those teachers who entered the profession through that program would be given a “1.” All other teachers in the system would be given a “0.” With this variable, it will be possible to isolate all of the teachers who entered the system through this program for analysis, such as how long they stay in their first teaching assignment or in the profession.

Dummy variables can be used in various combinations of teacher, district, and school participation (Hardy, 1993). They are simple to create and are flexible in terms of the types of data analyses that can be used with them.
Demonstrating Improvement in Equitable Teacher Distribution

States may use several different measures and methods to demonstrate that they are making progress on equitable teacher distribution. Following are some options, along with appropriate circumstances for which they might be recommended:

- **Statistical Methods (Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient)**—This method is most useful for (1) a state in which there are many districts; or (2) a district in which there are many schools, with at least two at each level (i.e., elementary, secondary). Statistical software can generate the rankings based on the percentage of highly qualified, experienced teachers and the percentage of high-poverty students (or minority students or other groups). After schools are ranked, the Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient compares pairs of data and indicates whether they are significantly different, with the goal being to find that they are not. This test is useful when variables are not normally distributed jointly or when statistical outliers skew the data, influencing the calculation of the Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation Coefficient (i.e., a measure of how well a linear equation describes the relation between two variables on the same object). It also is useful because it indicates the direction of the relationship—which makes it superior to chi-square for this purpose.

- **Simple Graphs**—When the district has only a single school at a particular level, one method to show progress is to compare the school to itself rather than to other schools. Use a graph showing changes in the ratio of highly qualified experienced teachers to high-poverty students over time.

- **Comparison of Districts**—Using logistic regression, districts can be compared to each other within the state. Regression holds constant the district characteristics, such as urban or rural location and percentage of high-poverty students. The regression results can be used to indicate which districts are doing better or worse than expected in terms of equitable teacher distribution, given their particular mix of characteristics.

- **Other**—States should be able to demonstrate that they are making a good-faith effort to improve the equitable teacher distribution. There may be other statistical and graphical means besides those indicated above that would permit states to provide evidence of progress in equitable teacher distribution.
Section 3: The Analysis

Experience Counts

It is crucial to include teacher experience—not just highly qualified status—when considering the equitable distribution of teachers. Thus states must discuss how they will work toward the equitable distribution of teachers by experience as well as highly qualified status. This requirement may impact how states plan for the collection of data on teacher qualifications and characteristics. It will be useful for states to create a variable showing the year a teacher was initially certified and began teaching. This will maintain accuracy better than a variable that contains the number of years of experience—that number would have to be updated each year, and mistakes could be made.

Out-of-Field Teaching

Out-of-field teaching means that the teacher is teaching a class for which he or she is not highly qualified to teach. Out-of-field teaching is not determined by the teaching assignment (i.e., assigned to teach mathematics) but by the classes the teacher actually is teaching. However, for purposes of writing state plans, it is useful to think in terms of classes taught by out-of-field teachers not the out-of-field teachers themselves. The key is whether the class being taught matches the teacher’s certification. Teachers meet the definition of highly qualified only if they are teaching classes for which they are certified.

Tracking Out-of-Field Teaching

The new federal requirements that must be addressed in the state plans include tracking whether students are being taught by teachers who are appropriately qualified for the subjects they are teaching. This requirement applies particularly to secondary teachers who teach specific subjects, such as mathematics, language arts, and science. Note that this information must be tracked at the individual course level. If a highly qualified high school mathematics teacher has four mathematics classes a day but also teaches one biology class without appropriate certification, the teacher is highly qualified at the 80 percent level (i.e., for teaching four of the five classes).

Because of this course-by-course requirement, states should develop mechanisms to indicate whether a specific classroom is taught by a highly qualified teacher rather than tracking the teachers. Most states have data systems that record whether a teacher is highly qualified for teaching a particular subject (e.g., mathematics), but there is no mechanism to tie the certification to the courses that a teacher actually is teaching on a daily basis. To have 100 percent highly qualified teachers at a school, every teacher must be teaching only courses for which he or she is highly qualified. This requirement may be particularly difficult to meet in small rural schools where a teacher may be teaching several subjects, although he or she is only qualified to teach one or two of them.

Moreover, data systems should be structured so they track individual classes, not teachers. This means that a school would be required to report each course taught and whether that class was taught by a highly qualified teacher. For instance, if a high school offered 10 mathematics classes each day, they would need to report 10 records. If all 10 of those classes were taught by highly qualified mathematics teachers, the school has achieved 100 percent highly qualified.
status for those classes. However, if nine of the classes are taught by highly qualified mathematics teachers and one is taught by a language arts teacher, the school has achieved only 90 percent of the goal for those classes. Similarly, the school would need to report other classes and whether they were taught by highly qualified teachers, arriving eventually at a percentage of classes taught by highly qualified teachers.

Why should it be reported this way? It is quite possible (though highly unlikely) that a highly qualified teacher would not be teaching any classes for which he or she is qualified. Thus if mathematics students are being taught by a teacher highly qualified only in social studies, those students are not being taught by a highly qualified teacher even though that teacher is highly qualified in another subject. Reporting classes taught by highly qualified teachers thus gives a much more accurate picture of whether students in a particular school are receiving instruction from appropriately qualified teachers.

A Closer Look at Inequitable Distribution

Once the current distribution of teacher qualifications and characteristics is documented, states can analyze the data to determine whether schools with large percentages of high-poverty students have higher percentages of classes taught by teachers with significantly lower qualifications, particularly in terms of highly qualified status, experience, and out-of-field teaching assignments. This analysis may reveal several scenarios, such as the following:

- The state as a whole has no significant differences in teacher distribution (i.e., classes taught by highly qualified experienced teachers are distributed fairly evenly among high-poverty and low-poverty schools across the state).
- The state has inequitable distribution across districts. The analysis would show that among districts within the state, there are some with higher proportions of inexperienced or less qualified teachers or higher percentages of classes taught by out-of-field teachers.
- The state has inequitable distribution within districts. The analysis would show that among schools in a particular district, there are some with higher proportions of inexperienced or less qualified teachers or higher percentages of classes taught by out-of-field teachers.

For the first scenario, the state would not have to address policy changes because none would be needed. However, the state will need to provide convincing evidence through data analysis that they do not have inequitable distribution across or within districts.

For the second scenario, the state may want to consider statewide legislation or policy changes to support targeted improvements of teacher quality for the districts that have fewer highly qualified teachers because it is difficult to get teachers to move across districts.

For the third scenario, these kinds of policies could be augmented by additional policies focused on redistribution within districts and within schools.

For both the second and third scenarios, the state might want to develop prescriptive policies at the state level. However, states also might consider legislation or policies that provide support for individual districts to develop their own strategies for improving the percentages of highly qualified teachers and addressing the distribution of these teachers.
Linking Teacher Distribution Data and Policies

States ideally should be able to provide information about the distribution of teachers in all districts and schools based on student demographic data, such as the percentage of high-poverty and minority students; census designations (e.g., urban, suburban, rural); student achievement (e.g., whether highly qualified or experienced teachers are concentrated in high-performing versus low-performing schools or populations within schools); and the school’s AYP status (i.e., whether they are making AYP). Preferably, states also should be able to provide documentation of the degree to which the current distribution does or does not disadvantage certain groups of students (i.e., whether high-poverty students are less likely to be taught by a highly qualified, experienced teacher). If there is evidence that some groups of students are disadvantaged in terms of teacher quality or experience (e.g., within schools, within districts, across districts), states should provide documentation in subsequent years that there has been improvement in the distribution patterns such that each year the state, district, or school is moving closer to equitable teacher distribution.

From a policy perspective, states should be able to provide information on strategies that the states or districts are employing to reassign or encourage voluntary transfers of teachers to achieve equitable teacher distribution across and within schools. It also would be helpful to provide documentation on the implementation and relative effectiveness of various incentives and strategies designed to encourage and facilitate teacher recruitment, reassignment, or transfers that will improve district and state teacher distribution. If possible, states may identify and consider ways to correct current policies and practices that inadvertently may work against equitable teacher distribution. A good example of such a policy with inadvertent consequences is reducing class size when teacher shortages exist. As schools scramble to fill newly created classes with qualified teachers, the most experienced teachers transfer to “preferred” schools, leaving high-poverty schools to choose from among the most inexperienced and least qualified applicants, thus exacerbating teacher distribution inequities.

Policies that states may want to implement will accomplish the following:

- Establish acceptable levels of improvement in distribution of highly qualified and experienced teachers that are based on an improvement curve that approaches equity.
- Provide guidance to districts and schools for how to achieve acceptable levels of improvement in teacher distribution, including assistance in developing or implementing policies, funding incentives, and recruiting highly qualified or experienced teachers.

States may want to use the following strategies for increasing the percentage of highly qualified, experienced teachers:

- Increase the number of uncertified teachers who achieve certification by prioritizing teachers in high-poverty schools for incentives and assistance.
- Decrease the number of qualified teachers who are teaching out of field through various strategies, such as reassignment; teacher sharing (i.e., one teacher traveling among two or more schools to teach the subject for which he or she is highly qualified, thus eliminating the need to assign unqualified teachers to those classes when additional full-time equivalents cannot be justified); and distance learning (i.e., a teacher highly qualified provides the instruction through distance-learning technology).
• Increase retention rates for highly qualified teachers, prioritizing teachers in high-poverty schools through school-based incentives—such as additional planning periods, professional development days, and support staff—and improving the school climate and working environment.

• Increase retention rates for less experienced teachers through mentoring and induction programs so they stay in their original schools, or at least in the profession, long enough to become effective.

**Documenting Changes**

For the state as a whole, the focus is on demonstrating that high-poverty students are increasingly more likely to be taught by a highly qualified teacher (measured year-to-year). To document progress toward this equitable teacher distribution, states will want districts to demonstrate that this is becoming increasingly more likely for one of two reasons:

• There are proportionally more highly qualified, experienced teachers in the district overall, which increases the likelihood of any given student having a highly qualified, experienced teacher. Unfortunately, this likelihood is dependent on those additional highly qualified, experienced teachers being distributed equally throughout the schools in the district. Unless there are incentives or policies in place to attract teachers to specific schools, simply increasing the number of highly qualified, experienced teachers will not improve high-poverty students’ chances of having one of these teachers.

• Teachers have been redistributed (e.g., through transfer, possibly driven by incentives; through reassignment, possibly driven by policy changes) in a manner that increases the percentages of highly qualified, experienced teachers in high-poverty schools.

**Tracking Transfer Patterns**

An important use of the teacher statewide unique longitudinal identifiers is to track teachers’ transfers between schools and districts and analyze patterns. This tracking is crucial to developing data to support policies at the state and district levels in order to address teacher transfers away from high-poverty, high-minority, and low-achieving schools. A number of reports have documented that teachers tend to transfer or move out of these schools (Carroll, Reichardt, Guarino, & Meija, 2000; Hanushek, Kain, & Rivkin, 2004; Lankford, Loeb, & Wyckoff, 2002; Useem & Farley, 2004). Tracking data will allow districts and states to identify schools with high turnover rates and examine their transfer patterns longitudinally to determine whether the schools are improving (i.e., transfers slow down until they are equivalent to the average rate for all schools within a district, region, or state).
### What Do the Transfer Patterns Mean?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patterns</th>
<th>What it Might Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pattern 1:</strong> Teachers in hard-to-staff schools stay only a year or two, then move to a school with a lower percentage of high-poverty or minority students. They also tend to move to higher performing schools in terms of student achievement and schools closer to where they live.</td>
<td>• All things being equal (e.g., salary), many teachers prefer a less challenging assignment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Pattern 2:** Teachers in average or low-poverty schools move to schools with higher percentages of high-poverty or minority students or to schools with more challenging environments or lower student achievement. | • There are attractive, targeted incentives in place that make transferring to these schools seem like a good opportunity.  
• Teachers are attracted to a strong administrator, a particular school reform, or some other characteristic of the school that makes them feel they will be successful in the school.  
• There are policies in place that make it easy to transfer to these hard-to-staff schools but difficult or impossible to transfer to other schools. |
| **Pattern 3:** Teachers are seldom transferring and are staying in their current assignments. | • It has become too difficult to transfer due to policy changes.  
• Teachers who used to transfer out of hard-to-staff schools are happier with their assignments because of improvements, such as better training, more support, improved working conditions, or incentives to stay in the schools to which they are assigned. |
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